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BTC whales buoyant on Tesla news as retail sentiment explodes
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Bitcoin-related mentions surged to its highest level since the
2019 Facebook-inspired top.
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Bitcoin’s social and derivatives data shows retail is now
extremely bullish, which usually indicates a short-term price top.
The Bank of Korea announced it would be testing the
distribution of a central bank digital currency in 2021.
Hanwha to acquire $52M stake in crypto exchange Upbit’s
parent company

Cointelegraph Consulting analyzes the ETH
scarcity issue on centralized exchanges
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Tesla's $1.5B Bitcoin purchase leaves treasury
experts scratching heads
Visit Page
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Whales hungry for
more BTC

Market Analysis ‘Buy the news’ signs in Bitcoin’s on-chain data?
Bitcoin’s latest foray into price discovery may have
prompted another period of accumulation, both by the
coin’s biggest whales as well as ‘Joe Retail’.
According to Santiment’s Holder Distribution metric,
the total amount of BTC held by addresses with 100+
Bitcoin has seen a particularly strong uptick since
the Tesla news, growing by an additional 20,490 BTC
(~$946,000,000 at the time of writing). Overall, the latest
accumulation spree brings the total amount of Bitcoin
located in whale addresses to a new all-time high of just
over 11.6m BTC.
That said, it’s not just the top coin millionaires that may
be showing early signs of accumulation. After a 5-day
decline, the amount of Bitcoin located in addresses
holding up to 1 BTC has once again started to rise
since February 8th, growing by a total of 2,020 BTC
(~$93,000,000 at current prices), pointing to growing
confidence among the retail segment as well.
What is also curious has been the behavior of these two
holder groups, respectively, right after Bitcoin’s previous
all-time high on January 8th. According to on-chain data,
the 100+ BTC group continued to accumulate without
interruptions, even as Bitcoin lost more than $7000 over
the next 48 hours. On the other hand, the <1 BTC group
quickly showed signs of interim capitulation as Bitcoin
dipped back below $40k on January 10th, shedding
3,850 BTC over the same 2 days.
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Market Analysis New ATH unleashes the BTC bulls
The news of Tesla’s $1.5bn investment in Bitcoin rippled
through the crypto market, causing a clear shift in
wholesale sentiment towards the top coin.
Based on text data collected from over 1000 crypto
social channels, the amount of Bitcoin-related mentions
surged to its highest level since the 2019 price top,
easily dwarfing the chatter around BTC’s previous alltime high.
And it’s not just the amount of daily mentions:
according to our sentiment algorithm, the average
mood of Bitcoin-related messages had quickly shifted
from ‘ambivalent’ on February 1st to ‘overwhelmingly
bullish’ at the time of writing.
Further signaling rising investor confidence is Bitcoin’s
perpetual contract funding rate, which is a fee paid
by one side of the contract to the other. When the
funding rate is positive, Bitcoin longs pay Bitcoin shorts
and vice versa. On Bitmex, for instance, the funding
rate had mushroomed to 0.18% shortly after the Tesla
announcement, its highest value since — again — June
2019.

This analysis was prepared by Santiment, a market intelligence platform that provides on-chain, social media
and development information on 900+ cryptocurrencies. Santiment develops tools, strategies and indicators
to help users better understand crypto market behavior and identify data-driven investment opportunities.

Sign Up

Overall, Bitcoin’s social and derivatives data point to
an extremely bullish outlook, which has, in the past,
sometimes lent itself to a period of price consolidation
and short-term correction for BTC. As it stands, Bitcoin
has been trading in a relatively tight range since the
Tesla-induced breakout.
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Market Analysis BTC Daily Exchange Trading Volume and Price
ý

ý

The BTC price remained bullish over the last two
weeks, setting a new all-time high closing price
on Feb 8 at $46,196, whereas BTC trading volume
refreshed its all-time high on Jan 29, when it almost
clung to $118 billion.
BTC daily trading volume exceeded $100 billion on
Jan 29 and Feb 8 but declined to just over $50 billion
for several days in between these peaks.
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Market Analysis BTC 30-day Annualized Volatility and Price
ý

BTC 30-day annualized volatility and price
ý

BTC annualized volatility followed an upward trend
set by the BTC price: on Feb 8 annualized volatility
skyrocketed to over 125% for the first time since April
11, 2020.
BTC annualized volatility has been steadily increasing
since the beginning of November when this metric
was under 40%; BTC price has almost quadrupled
over the same period of time.
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Market Analysis BTC – DXY
ý

ý

BTC – DXY moving average correlation continued to
increase and reached −0.06 on Feb 9, 0.5 up from the
values from a month ago.
DXY was slowly rising over the last month, but at its
current level of just under 91, it is still 9% lower than
one year ago.
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Market Analysis BTC – Gold
ý

ý

BTC – Gold moving average correlation reached 0.22
at the beginning of February before nose-diving to
just under 0.06 due to the volatility of gold and a
massive appreciation of BTC.
Over the last 18 months BTC-Gold MA correlation
shows a sawtooth pattern with short periods of
negative correlation and peaks at values ranging
from 0.2 to 0.7.
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Market Analysis BTC – S&P 500
ý

ý

BTC – S&P 500 moving average correlation was
declining from Jan 20 until Feb 4, when it leveled up
at around 0.32.
S&P 500 index has set a new all-time high on Feb 8,
but its pace of growth falls short from the one set by
BTC, which has gained over $9,000 on the same day.
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Market Analysis BTC – ETH
ý

ý

The BTC – ETH moving average correlation plunged
even further over the last two weeks to 0.57, which is
the lowest value since Nov 28 of 2020.
ETH has increased by 28% since Jan 26 and reached
$1745, whereas BTC has skyrocketed by over 50%
over that time span.
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Institutional Activity,
Legislation, Enterprise
Blockchain Adoption,
Venture Capital and M&A
Activity

Legislation
North America

Florida class action lawsuit alleges
Ripple violated securities laws
Florida-based XRP
i n v e s t o r Ty l e r
Toomey filed a civil
suit against Ripple
Labs and Ripple CEO
Brad Garlinghouse.
The lawsuit alleges that the defendants failed to
comply with Florida securities laws by failing
to register with the Florida Office of Financial
Regulation.
JAN 27, 2021
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Congress announces hearings on
stock market in light of Robinhood
vs. Reddit battle
Chairwoman
of the House
Financial Services
Committee Maxine
Waters announced a
coming hearing on
short-selling following the recent volatility of
several stocks, including GameStop. Sherrod
Brown, the incoming chairman of the Senate
Banking Committee, similarly called for a
reexamination of stock market rules.
JAN 28, 2021

Crypto custodian Protego gets
national charter from the OCC

The lawsuit filed
in Houston, Texas,
alleges
that
Robinhood, along
with other named
defendants including
TD Ameritrade and WeBull, set oligopoly prices
on several stocks. Robinhood is accused of
violating customer contracts, breaching
fiduciary responsibilities, and violating laws
on anti-competitive practices and price-fixing.

The Of f ice of
the Comptroller
of the Currency
has
granted
institutional crypto
custodian Protego a
national charter. The new charter is conditional,
and Protego is authorized as a national trust
bank rather than a traditional bank, meaning
that it will not handle deposits.

FEB 03, 2021
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The U.S. Securities
and E xchange
Commission
c h a r g e d
Bitcoiin2Gen
founder John
DeMarr, Start Options founder Kristijan
Krstic, and promotor Robin Enos with duping
investors out of more than $11 million through
two fraudulent and unregistered securities
offerings from December 2017 until May 2018.
FEB 02, 2021
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Unlicensed crypto exchange
operator faces 25 years for
laundering $13M
Сrypto trader Hugo
Sergio Mejia has
agreed to plead
guilty to charges of
money laundering
and operating an
unlicensed money transmitting business. As
part of his plea deal, Mejia has agreed to forfeit
almost $234,000 in cash and approximately
$95,500 in cryptocurrency.
FEB 02, 2021
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New class action against Robinhood
alleges oligopoly manipulation

FEB 05, 2021

SEC charges promoters of Steven
Seagal-spruiked ICO from 2018

Visit Page

Australian pleads guilty to
$90-million crypto fund scam in
the U.S.
An Australian
citizen Stefan He
Qin has pleaded
guilty to cheating
investors out of
over $90 million by
squandering money they invested in his New
York-based cryptocurrency funds. Qin could
face up to 20 years in prison at sentencing on
May 20.
FEB 05, 2021
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Legislation
Europe, the Middle East and Africa

Asia

Phase one of Switzerland's
blockchain law goes into effect

Estonia's crypto honeymoon at an
end as stricter regulations loom

Bank of Korea publishes book on
central bank digital currency's
legal issues

Central Bank of Nigeria bans
banks from servicing crypto
exchanges

Part one of the
Swiss blockchain
law covering
c o m p a n y
reforms went
into effect.
Industry stakeholders in the country praised
the expanded financial and corporate reforms
that allow for the issuance of blockchainbased securities.

The Estonian
Ministr y of
Finance issued
draft legislation
to tighten the
regulation of the
country's crypto industry. Crypto firms
interested in operating in Estonia will have
to pay a licensing fee to the regulatory body
and to reapply for an operating permit
from the Financial Supervisory Authority.

The Bank of
Korea announced
i t wo u l d b e
testing the
distribution of
a central bank
digital currency in 2021 and issued a new
book today dedicated to the legal questions
raised by the potential issuance of such a
currency.

The Central Bank
of Nigeria has
placed a ban
on all regulated
f i n a n c i a l
institutions from
providing services to crypto exchanges in
the country. As part of the ban, the CBN has
directed all commercial banks to close accounts
belonging to crypto exchanges and other
businesses transacting in cryptocurrencies
in the country.

FEB 01, 2021
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Institutional Activity

US wealth manager adds 10,667 shares of
GBTC as Bitcoin adoption grows
Kingfisher Capital, a North
Carolina wealth manager, has
purchased 10,667 shares of
the Grayscale Bitcoin Trust,
according to a filing with the
United States Securities and
Exchange Commission, or SEC.
JAN 28, 2021
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Enterprise Blockchain Adoption
Other Industries

Investment Firms

Microsoft uses blockchain technology to
purchase soil carbon credits in Australia

Dan Tapiero launches $200M investment
fund for late-stage crypto firms

Microsoft has employed
blockchain technology
to purchase soil carbon
credits, which are used as a
measure of soil sequestration.
In combination with Regen
Network — built on the Cosmos blockchain — the
CarbonPlus Grassland credits were initially issued to
two ranches in New South Wales, Australia.

Macro investor Dan Tapiero
and his 10T Holdings partners
Michael Dubilier and Stan
Miroshnik have given the
Security and Exchange
Commission notice of a
$200 million growth equity fund for mid-to late-stage
crypto and blockchain firms.

FEB 01, 2021

Bill Miller plans $400M Bitcoin investment
via GBTC

FEB 08, 2021

Ernst & Young will offer its
two blockchain solutions —
EY Blockchain Analyzer and
EY OpsChain — through the
Chinese national blockchain
initiative, the Blockchainbased Service Network.
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EY deploys blockchain products on China’s
Blockchain-based Service Network

The Miller Opportunity
Trust is seeking indirect $400
million exposure to BTC via
the Grayscale Bitcoin Trust.

FEB 03, 2021
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Financial Services

Major payments firm SIA to launch DLTbased secondary credit marketplace
SIA, an Italian company
specializing in e-payment
services, collaborated with
a fintech startup WizKey to
work on a blockchain-based
system that will allow
banks, funds, and financial operators to negotiate
secondary credit transactions via blockchain.
JAN 27, 2021
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Venture Capital and M&A Activity

Following Grayscale's contribution, Kraken
donates $100K to Coin Center

Manta aims to bring a private decentralized
exchange to Polkadot with $1.1M raise

Hanwha to acquire $52M stake in crypto
exchange Upbit’s parent company

Donator: Kraken
Business scope: Cryptocurrency exchange
Headquarter: The U.S.

Investor: Multiple, including Polychain Capital, Hypersphere
Ventures, Three Arrows Capital, Defiance Capital, Multicoin
Capital, Alameda Research, BTC12 Capital, Genblock Capital,
Rarestone Capital, AU21 Capital, and TRG Capital

Investor: Hanwha Group
Business scope: multi-profile conglomerate
Headquarter: South Korea

Funded company: Coin Center
Business scope: Cryptocurrency advocacy group
Headquarter: The U.S.

Funded company: Manta Network
Business scope: Privacy protocol
Headquarter: The U.S.

Announcement date: Feb. 1, 2021
Funding amount: $100,000
FEB 01, 2021

Acquired company: 6.15% of Dumanu (operator of Upbit)
Business scope: Cryptocurrency exchange
Headquarter: South Korea
Announcement date: Feb. 3, 2021
Funding amount: $52 million

Announcement date: Feb. 2, 2021
Funding amount: $1.1 million
Visit Page
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Venture Capital and M&A Activity

Uphold to launch crypto cards in Europe with
new acquisition

Free TON to merge with Dune Network in
decentralized M&A deal

Major Malaysian financial firm to invest in
regulated crypto exchange

Investor: Uphold
Business scope: Digital wallet and trading platform
Headquarter: The U.S.

Investor: Free TON
Business scope: Blockchain platform

Investor: Kenanga Investment Bank Berhad
Business scope: Financial services
Headquarter: Malaysia

Acquired company: Optimus Cards UK Limited
Business scope: Card issuer
Headquarter: The U.K.

Acquired company: Dune Network
Business scope: Web 3.0 platform
Announcement date: Feb. 3, 2021
Funding amount: 9 million TON Crystal, app. $3.65 mln as per
Feb. 3

Announcement date: Feb. 2, 2021
Funding amount: Undisclosed

FEB 03, 2021
FEB 03, 2021
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Acquired company: 8% of Tokenize Technology (operator of
Tokenize Xchange)
Business scope: Cryptocurrency exchange
Headquarter: Malaysia
Announcement date: Feb. 8, 2021
Funding amount: Undisclosed
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Cointelegraph Consulting
Cointelegraph Consulting offers bespoke research on digital assets and distributed ledger technology. Our services range from phone calls with clients when they have a question,
educational seminars for companies via online conferencing, and in-depth written reports on a wide range of topics. Our team consists of seasoned blockchain technologists that
have a passion for providing un-biased buy-side research. To schedule a free 30-minute consultation with Cointelegraph Consulting, respond to this email.
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Do you have questions about digital
assets and enterprise blockchain?
Contact Cointelegraph Consulting for a Free Consultation

consulting@cointelegraph.com

Join Cointelegraph Consulting on Twitter

Join Cointelegraph Consulting on LinkedIn

